
Neural Correlates of Figure-Ground Segregation in  

Anterolateral Fields of the Monkey Auditory Cortex 

Introduction 

Methods 

 This work investigates the neuronal basis of auditory figure-

ground segregation using a paradigm that can be applied to both 

humans and non-human primates 

 Human and macaque BOLD studies demonstrate ensemble ac-

tivity in non-primary auditory cortex during figure-ground segre-

gation even when there is no relevant task   

 Macaques and humans share similar figure detection perfor-

mance, organisation of the auditory cortex and perceptual bound-

aries 

 In this study, we measured multiunit activity in primary and non-

primary auditory cortex of the macaque in order to understand 

the neuronal processing of complex acoustic scenes 

 Extracellular recordings in 2 macaques across auditory cortical 

fields (V-probes, Plexon & Tungsten electrodes, FHC) 

 Stochastic figure-ground (SFG) stimuli: Random sequence of 60 

chords (50ms each) that require integration over time-frequency 

space in order to extract target (‘Figure’) 

 Go/No-Go task design with varying target salience (‘Coherence’) 

 20 random stimuli per recording, 60% of which contain figure 

 Tuning of units tested with pure tones, band-pass noise, white 

noise and click trains 

Behavioural performance 
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Fig 1: Schematic spectrogram of two example SFG stimuli. (a) Test stimulus with 8 coherent elements 

(highlighted in red) (b) Control stimulus without a figure. Each chord comprised the same number of elements. 

Saliency effects on firing rates in anterior auditory cortex 

Fig 3: (a) Schematic of Macaque auditory 

cortex with superimposed fMRI results. Na-

ïve monkeys listened passively to SFG 

stimuli. Colour code depicts fraction of sig-

nificant voxels for Figure vs Control con-

trast for each cortical field, respectively. 

Field boundaries were determined with 

probabilistic maps based on tonotopic gra-

dient (AP) and tone vs noise BOLD re-

sponses (ML) from 6 monkeys.  

 

(b) Figure onset aligned population time 

course of figure-driven multiunit responses 

(Monkey 2, anterior AC (above): 113/268 

units, posterior AC (below): 136/325 units). 

The tonotopic low frequency gradient rever-

sal was used to subdivide the auditory field. 

Shaded areas show standard error of 

mean. Significantly different responses be-

tween Figure and Control conditions are 

depicted below for each coherence level. 

Significance bar is based on bootstrapping 

(5000 repetitions) mean activity for figure 

minus control at each time bin.  

Fig 4: Summary plots for anterior (above) and posterior (below) auditory cortex. (a) Latency of figure-ground effect. (b) + (c) Average multi-unit responses after figure onset (b) and before decision (c) for 

each condition pooled across correctly performed trials (d) Figure modulation index based on decision-aligned firing rates. 
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Fig 7: Smoothed best-frequency maps (left hemisphere) of both subjects overlaid with location of figure-responsive 

units (grey triangles). Unit location corrected for depth and angle of recording chamber. Colour code depicts local best-

frequency, averaged across recordings at that site. 

Modulated units in core and belt areas 

Fig 9: Additional recording information. (a) Cortical depth of figure-responsive units for both monkeys. Data are 

aligned to the first sound-responsive site. (b) Location (red triangles) of phase-locked LFP responses (Monkey 2) to 

click trains of different frequencies. High colour intensity indicates phase-locking to multiple frequencies. Inlay shows 

average LFP response of one example electrode. 
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Tuning width has no impact on magnitude of figure-ground effect 
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< Fig 5: Two example tuning curves of 

multi-units recorded in anterior AC. 

Graphs shows baseline-corrected, nor-

malised firing rates for 14 frequencies, 

averaged across 3 intensity level (50, 

60 ,70dB SPL). Full width at half maxi-

mum threshold (FWHM, red line) used to 

determine frequency response area 

Fig 6: (a) Linear regression between fir-

ing rates and number of figure elements 

in FRA. (b) Histogram of responsive fre-

quency space for all units in anterior and 

posterior AC, expressed as percentage of 

the tested frequency range. Units were 

grouped via median split and tested. (c) 

Difference in normalised firing rates be-

tween figure and control conditions for 

large and small FRA’s. 

Reaction times 

Fig 2: Behavioural performance for each coherence condition. Data are averaged across stimuli and recording 

sessions. A minimum of 200 trials was required for inclusion. Error bars show standard deviation. 

d-prime 

Conclusion 

 We demonstrate multiunit activity corresponding to the  

presence of a figure in both primary and non-primary         

auditory  areas 

 A systematic effect of figure saliency is found in                   

anterolateral, non-primary auditory fields 

 Latency data do not provide clear support for a hierarchical 

model in which analysis of input occurs in A1 first 

 We speculate that bottom-up information is simultaneously 

processed in different cortical areas, providing information 

about different aspects of the auditory scene 
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Fig 8: Smoothed latency maps (left hemisphere) of both subjects overlaid with location of coherence-

responsive units (red + grey triangles). Colour code depicts local response latency to pure tones, averaged across re-

cordings at that site. Inlay shows normalised multiunit responses for ‘coh12 > coh8’ units. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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*     p < 0.05 

***  p < 0.001 
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